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NWR Group

Background

• 1782:  Regular mining started - partly by the Rothschild family

• 1946:  Nationalised post WWII

• 1994 - 2005:  Privatised in stages with Dutch parent

• 2007 - 2008:  NWR pays over €1 billion of dividends 

• 2008:  NWR PLC listed on London, Prague and Warsaw stock exchanges.  Czech miner with some Polish assets

• 2014

- >11,000 employees and many more reliant upon NWR

- One of the largest private employers in the Czech Republic

- Very public and political with ongoing allegations around the privatisation

NWR NV had two main operating subsidiaries:

• OKD (Czech) – most important

• Karbonia (Polish) – largely development projects

Dutch finance subsidiary (NWR NV) issued:

• 2009:  €141m Export Credit Agency debt (amortising).  Euler Hermes backed

• April 2010:  €500m senior secured notes due 2018 (“SSNs”)

• Jan 2013:  €275m senior unsecured notes due 2021 (“SUNs”)
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NWR Group Structure (2014) – simplified
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2018 Senior  Notes 

€ 500 m  7.875 %

2021 Junior Notes

€ 275 m 7.875 %

ECA € 50 m

E+165bps

Dec 2017

BXR Group Free Float

NWR PLC

NWR NV

NWR

Karbonia S.A.

OKD

a.s.

63.6 % 36.4 %

100 % 

Guarantor of RCF and 2018 Notes. Share pledge over 100% of shares

Secured Unsecured 100 % guaranteed by Euler Hermes
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Reasons for a restructuring 

• End of the super cycle

• Price slump and oversupply

- 2011 = $138m/t

- 2014 = $68m/t

• No payment default, no trigger  

• Typical for High Yield bonds – incurrence only 

covenants and hard to find a trigger

• Notes

- SSNs - €500m due 2018

- SUNs - €275m due 2021

• ECA Loan 

• €48m ECA syndicated facility
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Ground-breaking HY restructuring

• Freshfields acted for ad hoc group of both SSNs and SUNs (“AHG”)

• Challenges

- Hard to identify all the Notes

- Negotiation process hard as Notes want to stay public.  FA helps but issue 

remains

- (Recent Market Abuse Regulation makes it harder)

- Need legal process to drag minorities – no Dutch or Czech process 

available

- Value destructive insolvency sale from NWR NV needed to ‘leave SUNs

behind’

- Consensual SSNs/SUNs deal best, but no time if that was tried and failed

• COMI shift to England by NWR NV

- Shift to UK to use English scheme for US HY

- Straightforward to COMI shift for SPV Issuer (challenging to do for opcos)

- Supported by US Chapter 15 Order 

• HY restructuring required UK rights issue and placing ($185m new 

money)

• Innovative solution:  Dual track UK scheme of arrangement

- One scheme – two outcomes

- Plan A: consensual restructuring (SSNs, SUNs)

- Plan B: only SSNs consent - prepack sale of OKD/ Karbonia to ‘SSNs-

owned’ Newco

- Single SSNs vote for both Plan A and Plan B

- Certainty of Plan B incentivises SUNs/BXR - support Plan A or get nothing
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36 % 64 %

BXRFree float

SSNs

SUNs

guarantees
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notes

New SSNs

SSCF
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NWR PLC

NWR NV
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guarantee
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COMI shift to create English nexus for a Scheme

• UK scheme only requires sufficient connection with the UK

• Why England?:  Strong track record of precedents, experienced Judges, pragmatic and welcoming, language and 

location.  “Good forum shopping”

• Main connections for a Scheme:  English (i) law debt, (ii) COMI (or establishment), or (iii) co-obligor

• NY law Bonds and Dutch issuer - COMI shift of the Issuer the preferred option

• COMI shift allows US Chapter 15 recognition supporting the Scheme

• Key steps to shift NWR NV’s COMI – must be public

- Head office and principal place of business moved to UK

- Management changes and/or relocated to UK 

- Tax residency moved to UK 

- UK Companies House registration

- Public notifications to creditors of COMI shift - RNS 2 June 2014.  22 July 2014 Court process starts

- Board and shareholder resolutions authorising COMI shift, plus Board and general meetings in the UK

- Adviser meetings/negotiations in London

- UK bank accounts opened

- Dutch supplier contracts terminated

- UK information agent appointed (Lucid)
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Dual track UK scheme of arrangement
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Plan A Plan B alternative

Consents required - 75% in value and >50% in number of the Class

• Both SSNs and SUNs • SSNs only

• Single SSN vote for both Plan A and Plan B

Restructuring implementation

• €150m PLC rights issue – placing/open offer 

• Rights issue interconditional with NWR NV scheme to 

effect balance sheet restructuring

• NWR NV into English Administration

• Prepack sale by English administrator of 

OKD/Karbonia to Newco (owned by SSNs)

• (i) BXR and PLC free float shareholders and

(ii) SUNs all left behind

Balance sheet restructuring 

• €35m NWR BV super senior RCF  (new money)

• €350m NWR NV senior secureds (all to SSNs)

• €150m NWR NV convertibles  (80/20  SSNs/ SUNs)

• €35m NWR NV contingent value rights (triggered by coal 

price recovery) (all to SUNs)

• New equity provided by SSNs

• €250m Newco senior secureds (all to SSNs)

• €150m  Newco junior PIK notes (all to SSNs)



Foreign recognition and enforcement of English Schemes

US Chapter 15

• US C15 – UNCITRAL Model Law incorporated into US Bankruptcy Code

• US C15 order recognises English proceeding as ‘foreign main proceedings’ (based on UK COMI)

• Effectively enforces English Court compromise of NY law bond obligations

Czech Republic and the Netherlands - EC Insolvency Regulation 

• English Court requires recognition legal opinions

• Scheme of arrangement is outside EC Insolvency Regulation – not listed in Annex A so no automatic recognition

• Controversial but confirmed in Recast EC Insolvency Regulation (June 2017)

• Recognition mainly via Rome I (as English governing law) or Judgments Regulation (for Court order)

Impact of Brexit on Schemes?

• None until March 2019 (or later?)

• Local recognition will need reviewing

• Recognition (English governing law) still under Rome I

• Recognition of English judgments possible under:

- Hague Choice of Court Convention 2005 - UK could ratify in its own right. Still tricky – scope, non-exclusive jurisdiction 

clauses

- Lugano Convention 2007 (but tricky) – UK may need to negotiate with the EU
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UK Listed company equity raise

Considerations for structuring the equity 

• €150m new equity needed:  €75m from BXR + €75 million from Notes (underwritten by the AHG)

• Rights issue pricing had to = Placing pricing

• Reverse engineer to dilute the existing equity to 6% and, with BXR’s new money equity, BXR left with majority control

• Avoid shareholder approval of any related party transaction involving BXR

Why €118m rights issue + €32m placing to Notes?

• BXR only involved in pre-emptive rights issue - avoided a related party vote 

• BXR gave irrevocable undertaking to take-up pro rata share

• €118m rights issue ensured BXR’s pro-rata take-up equalled €75m

• AHG underwrote €43m of the €118m, reduced if minority shareholders took up rights issue

• AHG underwrote €32m private placing
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2016 issues

• 2015:  Coal price collapse and high closure costs - needed Czech Govt financial support

• On going political and public issues re privatisation

• Feb 2016:  CERCL and Asental (linked to BXR) handed back shares for nil consideration

• 2015/16:  Extensive negotiations - unsuccessful

• 3 May 2016:  OKD insolvency filing, leading to:

- Creditors committee

- Application to restrain NWR BV as shareholder due to alleged conflict – contested by NWR BV.  Senior prosecutor’s 

office said “the contested decision … [is] incomprehensible, unreviewable and based on an incorrect legal assessment 

of the matter”.  However, application was upheld 

- Security trustee’s bondholder guarantee claims rejected by Czech insolvency trustee – appeal filed

• 11 Oct 2016:  Karbonia sale

• 3 Nov 2016:  PLC liquidation
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Lessons learned

Bonds

• High Yield bonds generally don’t trigger until payment default – very different to bank loans

• Bonds are liquid.  No lender of record list 

• Unanimous agreement not possible.  Use documentary majority (90% for major economic terms) or legal process

• Market Abuse Regulations and MNPI - negotiating is complex

• Logistics are painful and time consuming

English Scheme for European HY bond restructurings

• English Scheme is European restructuring tool of choice

• Seek supporting US Chapter 15 order

• 75% by value being >50% by number of each class

• Class = creditors with similar rights vs the company before and after

• Cheaper than US Chapter 11 

• Need English nexus

- COMI shift Issuer (e.g. Wind Hellas, NWR and others).  Straight forward where Holdco/SPV

- English law or change governing law (e.g. DTEK) – US Marblegate concerns

- New English co-obligor (e.g. Codere, ATU)

• English Scheme very flexible – e.g. new dual track alternatives here – and judges pragmatic

Political Risk
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T +44 20 7832 7627
E richard.tett@freshfields.com

Practice

Richard is a finance partner and heads our 

London international Restructuring and 

Insolvency team.

About

He has 20 years of restructuring experience 

and has worked extensively on ‘in court’ and 

‘out of court’ restructurings/refinancings, 

intercreditor agreement disputes, formal 

insolvency appointments, high yield bond and 

CMBS bond restructurings, distressed M&A, 

English schemes of arrangement, US 

Chapter 11s and s363 sales, pension deficits, 

insurance workouts, telecoms, and insolvency 

aspects of structured finance.

Recent deals/highlights

Notable and recent transactions include: 

Bartec, Jack Wolfskin, Four Seasons, 

Fairhold, H.C. Starck; stressed OFS 

companies; PHS; New World Resources; 

Spanish real estate restructurings; NPL

acquisitions for funds; IVG; McCarthy &

Stone; Endemol; Deutsche Cannington/

GRAND; EMI; Primakov; Carl Zeiss Vision;

Cory Environmental; La Sedan de

Barcelona; Parco; Bank of England

(Bradford & Bingley, Landsbanki and

Kaupthing); XL Airways; Amtel Vredestein;

and the separate acquisitions by

corporates of the London Eye and the

Budget Rent-A-Car Group’s EMEA assets.

Career to date

Richard has acted across the capital 

structure for all the key stakeholders.

Richard has particular cross border

restructuring experience involving the UK,

Europe, the US and across the globe.

Qualifications and education

Richard was educated at Jesus College, 

Cambridge, and became a partner in 2004.
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